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KENYA ASSOCIATION
OF AIR OPERATORS
An authoritative and unified voice of advocacy

for the Kenyan Aviation Industry 



Extended to individuals and organizations whose
contributions transcend traditional boundaries.
Honorary Members embody the spirit of excellence
and innovation.

Ordinary MembershipOrdinary Membership

Honorary MembershipHonorary Membership

Open to holders of KCAA licences and certificates
(AOC, AMO, ATO and ROC).

Associate MembershipAssociate Membership
Open to owners, operators, and individuals
contributing to civil aviation. Associate Members
enrich our community with their varied
experiences and insights.

Prospective members must digitally submit
filled-out application forms available on our
website, accompanied by relevant approvals
from the Kenya Civil Aviation Authority. 

The Board of Directors carefully reviews each
application. 

Upon complete review, the Board determines
membership eligibility, ensuring that each
addition embodies the association's values of
professionalism, safety and excellence.

KAAO is a registered national umbrella body
mandated to promote, foster, enhance and
protect the interests of those engaged in the
aviation industry and allied businesses in Kenya.

APPLICATIONAPPLICATION
PROCESSPROCESS

Advocacy: Whether you're advocating for safety
regulations, sustainable practices, or growth
opportunities, we're here to amplify your voice and
make your vision a reality.
Mediation and Negotiation: Conflicts and challenges
are inevitable in a complex and ever-changing industry.
KAAO steps in as your trusted mediator and
negotiator, helping you navigate through tough
discussions and find solutions that work for everyone
involved.
Knowledge Sharing: Through our regular meetings and
events, you'll have the opportunity to exchange
insights, learn from industry experts, and stay ahead of
the curve.
Government Representation: With us as your advocate,
you'll be represented by KAAO at the table where
government discussions and decision-making processes
are held, ensuring that your concerns are addressed
and your priorities are reflected in policy.
Training Support: Through diverse workshops, we
support our members to develop the knowledge and
skills they need to thrive in their careers and
companies.
Standards and Discipline: Safety and integrity are non-
negotiable in aviation, and at KAAO, we uphold the
highest standards in everything we do.
Collective Agreements: As a member of KAAO, you'll
enjoy exclusive benefits and opportunities that are
tailored to your needs. 
Cost-effective Services: We understand that running an
aviation business can be costly, which is why we offer
cost-effective services and support to our members.

Our VisionOur Vision  
To be an authoritative and unified voice of
advocay for the Kenyan aviation industry. 

To promote and enhance operations of a safe,
secure, efficient and sustainable National
Aviation Industry.

Our MissionOur Mission    

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP
BENEFITSBENEFITS  

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP
CATEGORIESCATEGORIES  ABOUT KAAOABOUT KAAO

Our MandateOur Mandate  


